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Challenge

- New EU member states with different cultures of policing
- New citizens with different experiences with policing
- Radicalization
- Fear of becoming a victim of crime / terror attack
- Amount of refugees arriving (2000 per day in 2015 at the three main entry points at the Austrian German border)
Challenge

• The Internet and Web 2.0
• Incorrect information / hoax
• Rumours
• Conspirancy theories
• Right wing movement
Unity

- Trust
- Accountability
- Information Sharing
- Communication
Statement from our head of #munich #police department concerning doubts visiting the #oktoberfest2016

From a policing point of view there is no reason at present for refraining from going to the Oktoberfest. That is why I regret to take note of the cancellations that came out.

We still have no indication of a concrete danger regarding an attack during the Oktoberfest. We have been living with the latent threat for many years now. This situation has not changed for this year.

There is one thing you can count on: The police will do everything to ensure maximum safety during the Oktoberfest this year again. Our security concept does not only start at the entrance, but includes many other measures right up to exchanging information at international level.

Nobody needs to alter the way they live. This will only play into the hands of those who want to exploit the situation for their political goals.

Hubertus Andrä
Unity

• Building a platform to communicate with communities and stakeholders
• Exchange informations (apps, platform)
• Use of existing forms of modern communication (Twitter Sylvester & Octoberfest)
• Training for LEA’s, communities and stakeholders
Unity

• Different minority groups in 7 countries
  – Ethnic minorities
  – Football fans
  – Disabled people
  – Special interest groups

• 7 pilots (Croatia, Bavaria, Estonia, Finland, Belgium, Bulgaria, United Kingdom)
UNITY Core Platform
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UNITY Analytics

Data Driven Analytics Engine – Results from West Yorkshire (Leeds student life)
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Community Policing Strategy Generator

Welcome to Community Policing

Select a Core Pillar to review relevant Capability Areas.
Please select a role
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ISSUES IDENTIFIED DURING UNITY PROJECT SCENARIOS
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AEsOP - Applied Engagement for Community Participation
(*the community policing game!*)

ROUGH DRAWING OF CARWASH SCENARIO WITH FRANKLIN (DAY)
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Find us on
https://www.unity-project.eu/
Twitter – @unityeuproject
Facebook – fb.com/unityeuproject
LinkedIn – https://uk.linkedin.com/in/unityeuproject/en